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Wry emotive funny and heartfelt buckets is a play with a unique perspective on a universal dilemma how do you deal 
with the fact that time always runs out Across thirty three interconnected scenes buckets swings through a 
kaleidoscopic world of sadness and happiness illness and health youth and experience kissing and crying singing and 
dying About the Author Adam Barnard began his career as a theatre director and now increasingly writes buckets is 
his first full length play Previous one act plays include Closer Scrutiny Orange Tree 2014 I S S Y Wilderness Festival 
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buckets was rated number 7 out of the  summary shop buckets in the buckets and bucket accessories section of lowes 
find quality buckets online or in store  audiobook define bucket an open container with a handle that is used especially 
to hold and carry water and other liquids bucket in a sentence buckets retail and wholesale galvanized buckets wash 
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